
Jason not your typical "MBA" hard-nosed business pro - operating from a place of inspiration

Inspired to write a book about Crossfit after sitting at the table at Brazos, with 
other CFP members, trying to recruit the waitress - who also said that the bartender 
was doing the same thing.

Crossfit Portsmouth & JasonIntroduction

Client is a relationship based on trust and 
protection / Customer is a commodityDifference between a Client & a Customer

Looking for benefits (not features)

Typical trap: trying to appeal to everyone.  Just try 
to appeal to a specific avatar.

Define avatar

Knowing exactly what I want (not what you think I want)

Focus on efficiency and low costs for higher profits

Need to focus on delivering VALUE and 
RELATIONSHIPS towards becoming an 
indispensable part of society

Need to fall "in love" with your client ... appreciate them and anticipate their 
needs.  Most people look at clients as being a pain in the ass instead of taking 
the time to appreciate them.

Problem with today's business

1. "Getting" Your Client

Reversing the risk so that it's a no-brainer

"My confidence will over-shadow your doubt"

Jason: No credit card required.  Free 
introductory class.  Try it to see if you like it.

2. Risk Reversal

Giving the gifts (class)

Inspiration - Hitting Values - "Getting Client"

Saw a friend in me, not $$

Fostered loyalty and respect
Jason not motivated by $$ - motivated by making friends

Jason drinks his own Kool Aid

Jason

Charles Gaudet, Sr. drives over an hour (each way) 
to work out at the gymCrossfit Portsmouth Examples

1.  Inside

2. Unique Ability

3. External

1. If you HAVE to go to work - you'll breakdown  / 2. If you WANT to go to work - you'll 
breakeven / 3. If you are truly INSPIRED to go to work - you'll achieve breakthroughs  
(This could be a whole new book in an of itself - but would be nice to introduce these 
principles in the book)

Criteria of a Tribe Leader

3.  Leader of the Tribe

Bathroom on American Airlines - "Please wipe the 
basin when you're finished"Examples

Everyone pitches in to put equipment away at the end of class

Class picks up when things are out of order

Helping unload the trailer on summer, outdoor workouts

"Unsponsored CFP Events" - Rugged Maniac, 
Snowshoeing, Triathalons, Snow Skiing, etc.

Giving gifts to owner - throughing him a congrats on 1-year in business

Throw parties - BYOB/BYOF

**PROMOTE GYM**

CFP

4. If You Have to Ask, You're Missing the Point

Workout is grueling - but you continue to go for the tribe

Loyal subscribers (participants)

Promote it with friends (tweet / facebook)

clients invite owner to party

Tribe supports one another

Strong relationships

Toby sells workout equipment to Jason for a deal

Charlie does internet marketing for Jason at no cost

Jeff N. does website design for Jason

Group Parties

Tribe becomes leaders (Kathy, Jen) to help grow tribe

Kathy starts Crossfit Kids

Help one another out

You can go to any gym in the country and have 
a similar experience

5. Building the Tribe

Word of mouth

If you like something, you want to tell your friends. Tribe recruits tribe

Dos Amigos - they sell gear, but I'm not part of their tribe. People buy CFP gear because they are so inspired

6. Organic Growth

Accountability to Group - Posting Results on Board

Measured against baseline

Quarterly Paleo Challenges

7. Results

Sharing knowledge with group

Building relationships with group

Tribe doesn't want him to leave.

Doesn't just end class and call it a day

Stays afterwards and cleans, researches, writes 
newsletters, blogs and trains others

Goes over-and-beyond the call of duty

Eric Morris 8. Linchpins

People think JVs are to make more money (WRONG)

You're the trusted source doing the research

Save them time on shipping (maybe even cost) / convenience

Giving them information, products and/or services 
that they may not have otherwise found on their own

Paleo Kits

Grassfed Beef

Kettlebell Classes

Yoga classes

Stretching Classes

Nutrition Classes

Examples

Purpose of JVs is to provide your clients with a service or 
product that will further enhance their experience with 
you and your company in a way that is so beneficial - 
that they are better off buying it from you than going 
directly to the supplier

9. Joint Ventures

Being  a leader in the community

Additional JVs & Referral Relationships

Leverage media

Advertising and promotion

Build multiple pillars of income

License and teach successful gym model to others

Charlie's advice for how Jason could further 
grow his business 10. Next Steps for Growing the Business

Crossfitting Your Business           
"Forging Elite Entrepreneurs 

& Business Owners"


